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The propagat_ion in rectangulf;l,r waveguides ·con-
' 
7 taining slabs having finite con~-~_g,~i~i ty is investi-
_, 
gated theoretically o The v,avegllide its elf is assumed 
to be lossless and of infinite lengtho The .slabs are 
parallel to the narrow walls and extend over their. 
full height and length. Th~y hav~ arbitrary thickness, 
di~lectric constant and conductivity. 
The characteristic equations.are derived for all 
the existing modes. These dispersion equations and the 
\ 
magnetic and electric boundary con itions at the"air-
dieleotric-interface determine ·the normalized eigen-
values of propagation. 
The 6ritical Frequency above which the field dis-
places itself into the slabs, and the propagation con-
stant are 'determined as· functions of the slab thick~ 
,_ ~ . 
..... ..- ... ' 
L 
*-~~~~~~~c___-_h_e~s_s~'~d_i_e_lect!ic constant and loss tangent. They are 
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calculated for, a. large range of these parameters 'using 
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Rectangular wa:v.;.eguides loaded with full height 
slabs· are ~sed in devices such as pha~e shifters, iso-
laters and filters. 
Previous investigations have shown-that at some 
.-. 
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guide. Above this frequency the electric field is dis~ 
. ( . 
placed.into the dielectric slabs. Almost all power pro-
pagates inside of the 'dielectric material. B~low this 
' " 
frequency the ;field is a.pproximately equal to that. 
fo-und in an empty waveguide. 
The phy?ical reason for ~is remarkable change 
is seen in the c.utoff behavior of the dielectric vra~e--
guide that is· formed by t~e slab. 
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above the critical frequency will be attenuated Ill.ore 
strongly than those below. This effect can be used in 
\ 
dissipative filters~ ... (F:ilters of- this type have been 
successfully operatedbY' N. Eberha;cit /2/-·)_._ · 
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__ A_, __ :-~---··~-~-· The aim .·of this .study i_s to provide more know.- ·' . . 
.. -cc>-~-~cc-==-=-.....,- -----··~--""""---"'=!11>=··· . . 
• - • < 
.. 
. 
•- ·· 1-eli:ge and theoretical bac}::groun·d for the design of dis-
. aipative filters. 
-'' 
Up to now, no analytic solutions have been success-
l. 
ful where the slabs of finite conductivity, arbitrary 
. . " 
. 
permittivity and arbitrary thickness are placed against ., 
the narrow walls of the waveguide. 
Therefore this paper will be a theoretical ana- ~ 
lysis of the propagation in rectangular v1aveguides 
containing dielectric slabs of finite conductivity.which 
parallel the narrow walls and extend to the full height 
of the waveguide. 
- ·- --- -- - . - - -~ --- . - - -- --- ----
The charac·teristic equati·ons- -~ar-e -d-erive4--- fo-r---the- --- ----- -----·----•~ 
most general case. CalculatiQn,_are then done for some 
s_v.ecific cases; where the LSE-modea degenerate to ™m~-
. modes and where the slabs are· located symmetrically.· 
Critical freq~ency,_ propagation constant, and 
the electric field a~e plotted as functions of loss-
-. ' 
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2.1 FIELD DISPLACE1fENT I~ITO LOSSLESS lf!ATERIAL. 
Several p,::.pers have ,-7been written on the propa-
- .. 
. ' gation-characteristics f-0r a waveguide containing E- · 
__________________________ plane dielectric slabs. 
The work pe~foi:med by P. H. Vartanian, W. P. · 
I Ayres, A. L. Helg7sson. /l/ considers the special case 
1 - · - - of a full height slab located i'n. the center ~of the _ 






R. Seckelrnan.~ /3/ deals with the case where two 
slabs are located symmetrically wi.th respect t·,,o····the 
waveguide center. 
The mor,e general case,by 11. Eberhardt /2/, dea.ls 
-----~~~----w--'t-T.--li-r--i~~e--+-~-l-oea·t-e-d-.---±n an. arbi-t-rary---p-crs.iti--on. 
........ ,, -···--·--·-·· 
~···' ·" 
, I , 
.. ,--i--
Finally 
study or the 
.... 
. 
\·t. C .v Adanis /4/ has given a complete 
field d.ispla.cement in the case of two full- · -
.,.~ ... . C' 
- ~-· 
.\: 
.F' •• • 
·, ' 
.- ...... -· . -
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height di~lelect~ic· slabs against the narrow walls or 
the vraveguide. 
The derivations and ca.lculations, however,. a.re 





· · 2.2. FIELD DISPLACEl'IENT INTO LOSSY MATERIAL. 
.. 
·--·- ---------.~--.._, __ _ 
... . ·•'f, 
. " - I 
. The work done by H. R. Witt, R. E. Biss, E. L. · 
Price /5/ consider~'· a· waveguide containing a.n arbi tra.-
ry nUJilber of uniformly spaced, parallel sheets having 
.. - - - -- . -- . 
· fihite conductivity. They use a transverse resonance 
procedure to examine the propagation characteristics; 
.t 
i.e. the attenuation)constant as a function of fre-
·quency, conductiv~ty and number of resistive sheets • 
'lhe calculations are done for the lowest order LSE-
mode·. I 
·'.1. /4/ VI. C. Adams, "A The9retical Investiga~ion of- the 
...... ~ TE -wave ill Dielectrically Loaded '.7avecuides'1, 
A ~Resis · :pre1'sent_ed to the Graduate Faculty of · 
._ Lehigh University in candidacy fQr .the degree 
-/5/ 
· of Master of Sience, 1967~ ~ 
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H. R. VTi tt, · R. E. Biss, E. L. ~ric~·, "Propagation 
Constant of a Waveguide Containing Parallel 
-Sheet;, of jinite Conductivity", IEEE Transactions 
MTT-15, April. 19~7, PP• 232-239. 
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ltore recently Gardiol /6/ derived the 
·sion ·relation for wavecuides containinE:; an 
number 
culated 
O r .L lossless 
the cutoff 
2.nd lossy ~-ple,11e slabs o 









his calculations were limited to lossless materials 
and to tl1ese cases previously considered by Va.rta.ni-
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MODEL CONSIDERED • 
• •· 
-~ . 
. 3.1 SLAB LOADED~.Ji:F~CTANGULAR '!!AVEGUIDE. 
. . 
The geometry of the model considered i~ shown 
< 
in fig. 1. It consists of two sections of ~idth c1 and_ 
• 
c 2 , characterized~by their propagation eigenvalues 
·· . .,,... q v ( v=l, 2 ) • They are seperated by an airfilled section~ 
. ------·- -----·----
... I 
· of.width d, characterized by its piopagation eigen-
value p. 
-.- -- -- - - ----- -
It is assumed that there are no discpntinuities 
. -
in the z-direction of the waveguidet and that the time 
dependent variation ejwt is present, although omitted 
- !-.. • 
in the calculations. 
·' 
... 






R. Collins /7J found ·that tlie normal modes of 
: :'-. 
•-





,.,'1,,'1,"1.., .... ,.,,;1(~· 
.,. .,.·, 
' . 
., ,, : 
... 
. ----- - ·---·· -----~- ------~......_ __ , ---- - .-- , -~---- ~-- . . .- . "' 
__ ... propagation for a waveguide l~aded with slabs· as ·shown::·.--- ·· :·:·-.·:·-=·~_::__·-: ~----;,--::'""~~-,~=--:-.·---=---=· ~~ - -
. . 
-in fig •. l a.re not, in general, TE- or Tl~!- modes, but . -- -- -~---- -·· ---- ~-- ---
' 
·----~-- ----~ -- ---
_a., co-mbina.tion --of_ b.oth: the "hybrid modes". In the ease 
·. . 
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Slab loaded rectangular waveguide 
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.variation of the electric field alons the air-dielec-
tric-interface, it will be shown, that these com-
bined modes degenerate to TE- or TM- modes. The TE -mo 
or Tt~ - mode. mo 
The basic modes of propagation will bederived 
for a rectangular v,avg":1ide loaded vri th dielectric slabs 
of finite conductivity from magnetic and electric 
types of Hertzian potential functions, having single 
components·perpendicular to the air-dielectric-inter-
face. 
·From the magnetic llertzian potentia .. l function 
. . 
the solution is obtained !dr a-mode, which has no 
electric field component normal to the air-dielectric 
. ··- - - - - - . 
interface. The electric field lies in the longitudinal 
interface plane ( fig. 2 ) -. The mode is ref erred to 
- as LSE - mode. 
From the electric Rertzian potential, a mode 
. 
. 
' with no magnetic field component no~mal to the. :in -
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4~ GENERAL ANALYTIC DERIVATIONS • 
4.1 DERIVATION OF THE LSE - MODES. 
-
For the magnetic Hertzian potential, an auxi-
... liary vector potential function, having only one com-
ponent in x - directions 
~h a a 'l'h( x~y ) 
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'Y z form e • It must be.the same in the empty and the 
dielectric filled portions of the euide, provided.that 
the boundary conditions at the interface be satiafi~d 
for all arbit~ary values of·z. 
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in the expres.sion for the magnetic Hertzian potential, 
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Thus. this mode of propagation is a LSE 
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fig. 2 Electric field components of LSE - mode. 
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/ 4.2 DERIVATION OF CHARACTERISTIC 
. 4,.21 HEL}ffiOLTZ'S EQUATION. 
I) 
\ 
From Maxwell's equations: 
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From this equation the complex permittivity may be 
defined as follows: 
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Because the propagation constant in free space 
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A solution for ,h( x,y) which satisfies the 
' ..
·, 
' i ·• • Helmholtz's equation in the three reGions and has 
shing tangential electric field components on. the 
ly -0onductih& guides walls,. is found to be 1 
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4.3 PROPAGATION EIGiNVALUES~ -~. 
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The magnetic a.nd electric boundary conditions 
at the air - dielectric - inter-face yield .four equa.--~--
tions, 
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and the field.distribution are.easily obtained. 
. The -term ( nb,r ·) 2 in eq. ( 12 ) appears only for 
LSE - modes with ri. not equal to zero. It indicates that 
- mn 
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4.4 'CUTOFF FREQUENCY. 
In waveguides loaded with dielectric slabs or -... 
. . 
I . 
·, ·· ~.::_ ___ . -____ '"---·· ---------r-i-rfit·e ·-conductivity the propagation constant - ,. ----,------,ii-: --~--_ - ·----=-=-=-~~ --- -- ·- .. : -~~ -~t ~ 
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. is dete~mined by.the boundary conditions, which must ~ f 
hold at the in~e~faces ( paragraph 4.2, eq. (-12 ), ) 
r , 
eq.----(-~-13--J-). Thus· tlie--pro-paga.-ti-on---·,roes not stop at .. .. .. ' 
,r j . 
·a particulat freque11ecy , as can be seen in the--·loss- · 
less case,· where _,Yis given··by:· 
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~ut in the g~ne~al case, there is a r~ng~ of fre-
quencies over which transition from a propagating mode. 
to a more and more attenuated mode takes pl~ceo Propa-
... 
gation in the waveguide ceases only if the frequency · 
goes to zero. ,"J-
a 8 •~· . 
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fig. 3 propagation c6nstant y = a+ jS 
d lossless slab 
- - -- - lossy slab 
For frequencies well-aoove the· -no-loss . cutoff 
--~- ) -,_ .. -~---- -
---frequency, y is very .nearly a pure imaginary _quan:tity, 
-·-- - -----~--··-- - ---
·---- -- -- --- _ __ and· henc,e a is __ large and a is small. 
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The loss cutoff frequency will therefore be de-· 
fined as that frequency v,here 
-
, . 
a • -~ 
' 
. ,. 
It ie apparent that a sharp auto£! frequency· 
does not exist as long as losses occur and tan 6 is 
\ 
not zero. }3ut for most practical p_urpoaes the atten-
uation becomes so large for frequencies below the no-
. . 
loss cutoff frequency that this latter frequency may be 
regarded as the lower frequency bound for useful · pro---
pagation of a given mode. 
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In the case of thin dielectric sl-abs- 0-f----h-i-g.h----~----
permittivity a sharp critical frequency exists above 
which almost all power propagates inside of the dielectr:ic· 
material. ( fig. ,·4c ) • Below ·that frequency the field-,= . 
is a:p'proximately equal to that of the empty guide. 
( fig. 4a ). At a certain frequency the field is 
constant in the air filled region. (fig~ 4b_) 
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.. · . _· · .·. \ ... · can be seen from eq·. ( 10 · ) · the field in the air fil-
·,·,·!! •. _.,.-:;' 
l • 
. ,· led region depends sinusoidally on x, for frequencies 
r .belov,_fcrit' and it decays fast, according to hyper·- .. 
boli~ aine and cosine functions for frequenci~s above 





At·the transition point, p • Q., the field 
is constant across the air filled part of the."wave·-
guideo He therefore uses this result as another de-
finition for· the critical frequency. 
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· an(\ ·does not a1lprQJ.Ch zero; neither in-. magnitude nor 
. . 
in ph~e angie. Adams' /4/ definition of the· critical 
frequency as to be the frequency where p becomes zero 
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does not h-0ld in the case of lossy slabs. ·However, 
it is very convenient fo:r the computations to define 
- •• - '.>• .... 
. ' the critical frequency in terms of the :propagation · 
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5. APPLICATION TO SPECIAL CASES. 
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of the LSE ( LSM) modes are 
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a function of x. 
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and the mode of propagation • l.S the LSEmo mode - the 
TE mode. t mo 
The same derivations may be performed for LSU -
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T~e waveguide is symmetrical with respect to the 
axis: 
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The characteristic equation eq. ( 13) and the 
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For LSE - modes the cuto-ff fr~quency will be · · 
higher than for TE - modes, as can be seen from eq. ( 22 ). 
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closed form, since eq. (. 25 ) and eq. 
discontinuities of 
to have them in the 
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second type!' It 
following form: 
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The transcendental equation eq. · ( 27 ) .and the ~uad-
ratic equation eq. ( 23) were simultaneously ~olved · 
-
using an iterative cpmputer programe The program was 
written in Fortran IV and the computations were car-
ried out on the CDC - 6400 of Lehigh University. 
.. -· 
y~ .•. 
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The propagation eigenvalues 
• p • 
~l + JP2 , and 
/ 
I , 
q· a ql + ~q2 
were computed for the LSE - mode. mo m = l, 2 
Knowing p, q the propagation constant y _· was ca.lcula:ted 
from- eq. · (· 1·2 ) • The characteristic field patterns may 
) 
:.; . 
. . . 
-----'-'--:---'-'---'--'-'--'----~t~h~e~n_ 1?__~_-_calculated and plotted for the known values or 
. --···-:-
·----·--
P, q and Y• 
, . 
_ ----~--Frequency .. f., wavelength. A;· propagatiQP..i._gQ_;p._~~~-~.- _ ___ ____ - _ .. __  
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{, . ' . . 
•• 1 y = a + j 8 and slab thickness c are normalized to the ___ -__ -- ----- -- - -- ___ . ____ ;..__ -· 
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neper · or db Y& a a a + jBa ' . .. 
normalized propagation constant · · ·: >-··.:J:...:·-:. · 
. . •.. .' 
( note·: the dimension of y is neper/ cm ) . •·. :.-.· .-"~- ., .. a':·~-"''••.·--
.... .., 
6,l ATTENUATION CONSTANT. ( LSE10 •'MODE). 
,-·--··- "·· 
The normalized attenuation constant a a./ neper . 
. · versus normalized frequency fa/ GHz cm curves are 
shown in figo 5 through fig ,11 •. The loss tangent i" is __ 
a parameter in all figures, and£" varies from 0.002 to 
f 
\ 
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( .. ,. ·-~·····~ .: ·····-
The permittivity E' has the values,9.3, 30 and 85, 
where £1 = 85 and higher values are of special interest· 
for filter design. 
---~ 
. ( 
The normalized slab thickness is· chosen in a way that 
within 30% frequency change aa changes from relatively 
low to relatively high attenuation. To remain within this 
range one has to consider that for increasing permitti-
v~ty the ·sl~b thicknes~·has to decrease. Also it has to 
.. 
be considered that the attenuation constant becom,es · very--· 
. ~ensi ti ve t·o small changes in sla~ tr.Lickness. 
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. I ' . 
• • 
conductivity the propaeation occurs mainly in a mode com-
posed by multiple reflections in the· waveguide of width 
-- ' 
• 
. "' :;/ 
,·-~·- "--- / d instead of a = 2c + d • • • ·- - -,·:-, -~~- ~; .. ··.'::! ··-~ ;;:,:, ...,.,-,... ~"'"-· ~,.,. _- -
I 
•· 
N. Eberhardt /s/ experimentally investigated a 
waveguide loaded with lossless dielectric slabs which wen: 
covered vri th tl1in conducting s-heets o Ee obsel""'Vced a maxi-
.. mum for aa· ::: F( fa) instead of the expected lov,-paas cha-
racteristicso 
This paper may serve to provide an explanation 




6~2 . PROPAGATION EIGENVALUE .E..:_ ( LSE
10 
- J,10DE ) ----- -----.--~----'-· --·-------·. 
A 
A Fig! 12 shows the magnitude of the propagation ei-
genvalue p versus normaliz~d frequency r·a. IP l forms a 
·sharp ste.p from frequencies right below the critical fre-
quen~y to frequencies right above the critical frequency. 
( See next section for critical frequency). This step dis-
. . 
continuity explains mathematically the rapid displacem~n~ 
l • #, 
,. 
of the field into the lossy dielectric slabs.At conducti-
·-vi ties above a certain cri t·ical conductivity the magnitude 
of pas a function of frequency arrives at a maximum and .p 
••------·· ..... _ • .......... -----·-- ... -·•- ·-------------·--------·-, -••·---•-------··---••-·••·--·--...... --·-.. -••• .. ., .... .,A.--·---·--·-----------·---••·-·-•••-••·•-·--•-•-•·--·-•-·-·"""-··---· ---~--'---~~--
. 'then declines very fast. If high losses ( c " = 10 ) are 
. " 
.c- ~-
- - - -· -~------ --- ~--,: ---
. ( 
, pres~nt ,. 1 ;P I a bove;_.the critic al fre~uency is somewhat __ ..... \ 
.• 
· higher .~t~n belov, the critical frequency·~-
. .,. -.. -·-- - --., ·-, .. - ·'-"""' .... , ....... . 
--.- ---··-·,-·•· ·--·----
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· cmagni tude or p c·orresponds to· a decreasing waveguide width • 
' . 
This again leads to the conclusion that one has to-
tal reflections at the dielectric slab surfaces and a wave-
I guide of new dimensions has to be considered • 
.... 
-. . 
CRITICAL FREQ.UENCY. :( LSElQ~ - • 
The critical -frequ·ency in the case of rectangular. 
waveguides loaded with lossy dielectric slabs can be de-
. . 
fined additionally as the frequency at which the real 
' . 
-part of p is equal t·o the imaginary part of p, 
.... •, 
- --- . ---·-· --- -•---~-~-
• 
the magni tud;e of p • at • • with or were arrives a. minimum 
respect to the .-£-requency. ( See fig. 12 ) 
"' 
: ............. 
For relatively small losses the • • • minimum 1S very 
sharp ind the critical frequ~ncy may be obtained very 
-- ------- -. ·---accurately. For "higher conductivities of the slabs the min-
... 
imum becomes flat and tends towards l"ower frequencies. 
.... 
.. . 
--F-or--high enough conductivities ( tn = 4 +10 }, de-_ 
. 
pending on the permittivity and slab widt~, -_this defini-
4--:----=----....:.-.-.-~-..... · '""""n--~d-o.e.s----no t---h-ol d-.-7--p-1--·-·&nd------~-a.P.e-~--s-0nt-inuou-s-l-y--i-ne-Feas---- _ 
-------- -
i·ng and never ·becoming equal, nor· does I pl . have a minimum 
. . . . ' . . 
. - ,• \ 
in this frequency range. In this case it is no~ anymore ' - ,- ··------·.~ ~-·-- - --- -· ----.---·-· 
" ."' . 
i _____ : :._ ·-:-:·.--~--meaningful to define a critical frequency, sinc.e the· 
.. 
- ' ~- • ... • • • .;- I ~-, •. , .•· -. ' 
. ' 
"'. I;.. ·: ,, ~ - - - -· 
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Fig. 13 shows the critical frequency and the cri-
tical ,vavelength versus normalized slab thick11css. From··· 
this graph it may be seen how strongly the wavelength 
of the propagating mode is affected by a change of the 
slab thickness, es~ecially for high permittiv~ty £'. 
.. 
6.4 FIELD PATTE~NS. ( LSE10 - MODE) 
.. . 
The y - component of the e18'ctric field 
LSE1- - mode is shown in fig. 14. All fields 0 -
. ; for the: 
have been 
normalized to equal powerflow. The nor~alized field 
.: • ! f ' 
.. 
.... ' ' 
C ,- •, • .. 0-,:D"O .... • - ~ -c,.,-- :c:' -, -.~•- - • 
•, 









strength Eyn is dimensionless and is connected to the 
. . 




const. E _ (s)-Y, 
( normalization see Appendix-II) 
From the plot it can be seen that-for: 
a) f < f < 





The .field is a:ppr'oximately equal to tha·t ·in ~ 
- - --~- _--:-: -=--==-- ... _. -'11 
: . 
------,---;---~-:------=""=------_an empt_y ____ wa.v.eguide----~---· 
,. 
b) f ·t - ·f 
· . cri 
... · :/ · ----· _: . the field is ·,constant in the air filled ·- -
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For higher losses ( c' • 7 .) field and phase angle 
are plotted in fie. 15 and fi~. 16, respectively. ( See 
also figo 9: the attenuation constant versus frequency). 
One can see that the macnitude of the field at the norma-
1.ized frequency 34 GHz crn is similD.r to that at the fre-
quency 24 GHz cm. Most power propagates in the air filled 
region. 
The phase angle 0 is strongly dependent on 




24 GHz cm 
and 34 GHz cm are approximately 130° out of phase. ( S~e 
fig •. 16 ) •. 
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9. 5 PROPAGATION OF· ~SE20 - :t.tODES. 
----
Fig. 17 shows the attenuation constant aa versus 
.1'-requency for the ·1sE20 .- mode. By com:paring fig. 17 with 
-~-~--:-:-,, .. :-; •' fig. 10 one sees that for frequencies above the critical 
·rrequency 0 ( approximately the same· ·for both modes ) the. 
LSE20 - mode is as strongly attenuated as the LSE10 - ,. 
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In the frequency range 26 CIIz cm to 32 GHz cm no • 
, . 
accurate values could be obta:ind for the LSE 20 - mode, • 
~ .. 
( ) - . .,, ~-.because the ,solution of the LSE 
-
modes m • even mo 
.were to close .together and could not be easily eeperated 
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The propagation in a rectangular wavegu~de contain-
ing slabs having finite conductivity was considered. The 
characteristic equations of the propagation were derfved 
for the most general case. The eigenvalues of propagation 
were then computed for LSE - modes in a symmetrically mo 
. . ~;. ..,;._ . 
. "'( ~ 
..... -
i . 
-ioade·d waveguide. From the propagation ·eigenvalues the----------,-.-,--~"--"--'"'--
·----
attenuation consta~t and the electric field were computed. 
r 
Since attenuation constant and field are functions 
of.permittivity, conductivity, slab width and frequency, 
a relatively large degree of control may·be obtained over 
the attenuation.constant, frequency bandwidth and field 
'f-, displacement by changing these parameters. · 
. The obtained resul t·s may serve to provide the know-
. 
. 
1 edge for the design of Field Displacement Filters and in 
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The function '¥ ( x,y )·, which matches the Jlelrnholtz cqua-e 
·tion and the boundary conditions, is: 
. ·'1' ( X ,y ) 
e . 
-





From eq. ( A2 ) with eq. ( Al ) and eq. ( A3 ) one obtains 
the electric and magnetic field components for TE - modes: 
E • eyz nn rnirx • nny = J tl>l,l 
----
cos sin X 0 b. a b 
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K (X) e yz !!!_ sin m,rx. COS n1rr 
. b a b 
Hy • -jwe K(x) eyz ~ cos mnx sin nwy 
o a a b 
H 
z • 0 • 
.. ' . 
From eq. ( 4 ) and eq. ( 5 ) with eq. ( 9 ). and 
I 
.... 
eq •· ( 10 ) one obtains the field . components for the LSE - · 
mode in region I • 
·- ---·- --· -···· - - ~ 
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H = e yz ![ IF- cos s_ X sin mrr - ( Al~ ) 
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By comparison o.f eq. ( A7 ) and eq. ( A9 ) with. ·eq. . 
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' . Therefore, the LSE - mode is a linear combination of 
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This proof can be,~ne for all three regions. 
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liPPENDlX II 
---~-~----'----- . _Accordin&,..~o eg._J 10 )__aU fields are detennined except 
to a comn\on multiplier. This multiplier varies arbitrarily · 
~ ' 
from one solution to another. In. order.to be able t~ compare 
. . . 
different field solutions in a common scale they have to be 
" 
normalized to the same total powerflow. /2/ ' 
,. 
Since the electric field is proportional to the .square-
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,. surface A is given. by the integral of the real part of one . · 
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:rhe const. term includes the waveguide~:idimensions and. the 
the z - dependence of th~ electric field. 
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